Weapons D6 / Needeler Type-33 Guided
Needeler Type-33 Guided Munitions Launcher
The Type-33 Guided Munitions Launcher more commonly
known as the Needler, is a Covenant infantry weapon.
A Needler is a Covenant projectile weapon that fires long and
very sharp shards that are guided until they impale a target ?
hence the ?needler? moniker ? several seconds after coming
to rest in their target the needle shard detonates creating
severe and in most cases fatal wounds. The needler takes a
general shape of a V with the top and bottom part of the
weapon curved. The weapon takes on a Purple/Pinkish color,
and has 14 holes on the top, with the needles protruding out of
the holes. When the trigger is pulled the needle is somehow
fed from the top into the "barrel" of the weapon, and fired at high speeds. The Type-33 GML is issued to
lower and higher ranking infantry in the Covenant, Grunts (and jackles in halo 3 odst) are commonly seen
wielding this weapon, however higher ranking forces like Elites are seen using this weapon, Drones are
also fond of this weapon, and their efficiency with it is high as their flying capabilities and large numbers
make the needler harder to dodge. Though not generally considered effective enough to be a combat
multiplier, the wounds this weapon inflicts are horrific. When the trigger is held down, the rate at which
the 'needles' are fired increases.
The needler is one of the most unusual weapons in the Covenant arsenal and the least understood, how
the weapon functions and how the shards are able to track their targets remains a mystery to human
military experts and scientists. Like all Covenant weapons, the needler still uses an Energy Coil to power
and fire the weapon, should the coil fail the weapon is rendered useless.
Model: Type-33 GML
Type: Covenant Needle Gun
Scale: Character
Skill: Firearms: Spikethrower/ Slugthrower
Ammo: 20 Standard /30 Expanded Version
Cost: 5600 credits Standard/ 5900 credits Expanded
(ammo: 200 per Needle Crystal)
Availabilty: 3, X
Range: 3-25/40/65
Fire Rate: 1, 5
Damage: 3D impact single, 3D+4 impact + 6D Explode Burst of 5

Game Notes:
Guided Projectiles: Lock when and a round of additional aiming is used with +2 to Hit.
Low Recoil: -1 to Penalties for firing in Automatic or Bursts.
Poor Armor Piercing: Weapon loses 1D on impact and additionally lose 2D when exploding against
targets with Armor.
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